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Christian Apologetics Average Customer Ratings Overall 4.5 out of 5 stars 4.7 out of 5.0 5 Stars 17 4 Stars 3 3 Stars 0 2 Stars 1 1 Stars 0 Performance 5 out of 5 stars 4.8 out of 5.0 5 Stars 14 4 Stars 3 3 Stars 0 2 Stars 0 1 Stars 0 Story 5 out of 5 stars 4.8 out of 5.0 5 Stars 13 4 Stars 3 3 Stars 0 2 Stars 0 1 Stars 0 Narration was very easy to listen
too. Difficult to follow outline references to numbers. Chapters in book did not correlate to Audible chapters that were of no value. Learned a lot. Will buy the book. Kevin & Myjal Garner 07-11-22 Every paragraph is packed with information. Requires focus and commitment, but well worth the effort. Sensible and concise, witty and wise, Peter Kreeft
and Ronald Tacelli have written the guidebook on apologetics. Their mini-encyclopedia will be a welcome resource for students of apologetics, pastors, small groups, and church members interested in evangelism, student ministry workers, and those exploring for themselves the validity of the Christian faith. Part I: Introduction 1. The Nature, Power
Limitation of Apologetics 2. Faith and ReasonPart II: God 3. Twenty Arguments for the Existence of God 4. The Nature of GodPart III: God Nature 5. Four Problems of Cosmology 6. The Problem of EvilPart IV: God Grace 7. The Divinity of Christ 8. The Resurrection 9. The Bible: Myth or History?Part V: God Glory 10. Life After Death 11. Heaven 12.
Hell 13. SalvationPart VI: Conclusions 14. Christianity Other Religions 15. Objective Truth 16. The Bottom Line Bibliography © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates My brother is an atheist (I am a practicing Catholic), so I spend a lot of time debating with him. This book is a good primer, but I felt it only accomplished making an atheist or
materialist argument just as dubious as an argument for God. Which is fine, if you want us both to end up agnostic. I don’t think this would ever convince an open-minded atheist if I’m being honest, but it does a good job of showing how the atheist argument is just as fundamentalist as religious fundamentalists. It’s a My brother is an atheist (I am a
practicing Catholic), so I spend a lot of time debating with him. This book is a good primer, but I felt it only accomplished making an atheist or materialist argument just as dubious as an argument for God. Which is fine, if you want us both to end up agnostic. I don’t think this would ever convince an open-minded atheist if I’m being honest, but it does
a good job of showing how the atheist argument is just as fundamentalist as religious fundamentalists. It’s also not as smug as Kreeft’s other books, but the smugness is there, which I think would be a huge turn off to any inquisitive agnostic or atheist. There’s a presumption that materialists are smug, which is not true a lot of the time. Obviously the
heavy hitters can be, but meeting smug with smug is not compelling. I’m also really over the “we are being attacked” rhetoric. No, we’re being called to actually adequately explain our beliefs after centuries of occasionally using these beliefs in toxic ways. Let’s not be Pharisees about it. Many solid, intelligent Catholics are even questioning the
hierarchy and the legitimacy of what the hierarchy told us.... I thought the resurrection arguments were interesting- something weird happened. As some other reviews mentioned, some arguments are strong, some are really weak. Kreeft and Tacelli also recommend further reading sources like Evolution: A Theory in Crisis, which scientists claim is a
ridiculous misinterpretation of evolution. That said, the authors of this book also claim evolution is most definitely plausible, and that religious zealots make a huge mistake writing it off. So, I’m not sure what to think of that, but the book rec made me trust other arguments less, and I think the same for a conscientious atheist or agnostic. Kinda just
makes you not want to waste your time. Also, many of the books in the bibliography seem woefully outdated, but that’s because this is an old book. I’m planning to look up Bishop Barron’s recommendation for fresher, more scientifically up to date arguments. ...more © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Peter J. Kreeft (Ph.D., Fordham
University) is professor of philosophy at Boston College where he has taught since 1965. A popular lecturer, he has also taught at many other colleges, seminaries and educational institutions in the eastern United States. Kreeft has written more than fifty books, including The Best Things in Life, The Journey, How to Win the Culture War and, with
Ronald Tacelli, Handbook of Christian Apologetics. Ronald K. Tacelli, S.J., is associate professor of philosphy at Boston College and has published articles in the Public Affairs Quarterly and Downside Review. "Be ready to give a reason for the hope that is in you," wrote the apostle Peter. That is what apologetics is all about. Here is a concise,
informative guide for anyone looking for answers to questions of faith and reason. Peter Kreeft and Ronald K. Tacelli have condensed their popular Handbook of Christian Apologetics, summarizing the foremost arguments for major Christian teachings and offering compelling responses to the most common arguments put forward against Christianity.
In this book you'll find answers to questions about faith and reason the existence of God creation and evolution predestination and free will miracles the problem of evil Christ and the resurrection the reliability of the Bible life after death heaven and hell salvation and other religions objective truth The Pocket Handbook of Christian Apologetics is the
place to begin for people with questions about Christianity.Ratings and reviews aren’t verifiedinfo_outlineRatings and reviews aren’t verifiedinfo_outlineGreat Christian apologetic pocket book with Logical arguments to establish logical conclusions about religious Faith. Since both Reason and Faith are ways to discovering the Truth... By using Logical
deduction this book has helped me to reason my way towards what is taught in the bible.Did you find this helpful?LOVE this book! It's compact and easy to transport; very handy for reading during breaks and lunch time at work. It's actually stimulated conversation on the topic with co-workers (and non-believers). I DEFINITELY RECOMMEND this
book to all who would give an account of what and why we believe!This book gave some new ways to defend the faith we Christians share. Though I disagree on the presentation of evolution and feel they did NOT take a clear stance, the rest of the book was excellent.Peter J. Kreeft (Ph.D., Fordham University) is professor of philosophy at Boston
College where he has taught since 1965. A popular lecturer, he has also taught at many other colleges, seminaries and educational institutions in the eastern United States. Kreeft has written more than fifty books, including The Best Things in Life, The Journey, How to Win the Culture War and, with Ronald Tacelli, Handbook of Christian Apologetics.
Ronald K. Tacelli, S.J., is associate professor of philosphy at Boston College and has published articles in the Public Affairs Quarterly and Downside Review. Handbook of Christian Apologetics
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